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A number of high profile eradication attempts on plant pathogens have recently been attempted in response to the increasing number of introductions of economically significant nonnative pathogen species. Eradication programs involve the removal of a large proportion of a host population and can thus lead to significant social and economic costs. In this paper we use a spatially explicit stochastic model to simulate an invading pathogen and show that it is possible to identify an optimal control radius, i.e., one that minimizes the total number of hosts removed during an eradication campaign that is effective in eradicating the pathogen. However, by simulating the epidemic and eradication processes in multiple landscapes, we demonstrate that the optimal radius depends critically on landscape pattern (i.e., the spatial configuration of hosts within the landscape). In particular, we find that the optimal radius, and also the number of host removals associated with it, increases with both the level of aggregation and the density of hosts in the landscape. The result is of practical significance and demonstrates that the location of an invading epidemic should be a key consideration in the design of future eradication strategies.
The control of invading exotic plant pathogens has emerged as one of the major challenges facing plant pathology worldwide. Recent increases in introductions of exotic pathogens have been associated with increases in international trade and travel and have caused severe economic and environmental damage (1, 12) . In many cases effective disease management measures are not in place, or do not exist, for nonnative pathogens and so strict quarantines are imposed on agricultural areas which harbor them. As a result, the eradication of an exotic pathogen is often attempted. This is usually achieved by the elimination of pathogen inoculum via the removal of symptomatic hosts and their neighbors. However, eradication is an expensive and controversial practice and can lead to significant damage to host populations in agricultural, residential, and seminatural environments. Prominent examples include eradication attempts on citrus canker in Florida and South America (7) and sudden oak death in California and Europe (8, 14) .
Recent epidemiological modeling studies have demonstrated that it is possible to determine optimal eradication strategies which minimize the number of hosts removed during an eradication campaign (4, 13, 16) . The design of an optimal eradication strategy is largely dependent on the spatial processes that determine pathogen spread; a key determinant of which is the spatial pattern of the host in the landscape (i.e., the configuration of susceptible host individuals, e.g., trees, plantations, or fields). For example, a model of the livestock disease foot and mouth revealed that the optimal eradication strategy for the UK would differ markedly to that of Denmark due to differences in sheep and pig densities between the two countries (15) . The influence of landscape pattern is a consequence of pathogen transmission which is often very localized and thus strongly influenced by the distances between neighboring hosts. Developments have been made in studying eradication strategy in specific host populations (13, 15) but a broader understanding of how landscape pattern influences eradication strategy is missing.
Using a stochastic spatially explicit epidemiological model we study the effect of landscape pattern by considering simulated landscapes which differ in density and aggregation of hosts. We identify an optimal eradication radius and demonstrate how this depends critically on landscape pattern and also increases in length with both density and level of aggregation. Additionally, we show that landscape pattern determines the total number of hosts removed during the optimal strategy and thus is a key determinant of the feasibility and acceptability of an eradication program.
THEORY AND APPROACHES
We use a stochastic spatially explicit simulation model to capture the spatial and temporal aspects of disease spread and eradication. The simulation is performed on stochastically generated host landscapes where hosts within each landscape are individually represented by a two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate. The spatial components of the epidemic and eradication program are therefore explicitly incorporated into the model. In this section we first describe the generation of the host landscapes and then outline the derivation of the epidemic and eradication simulation model.
Generation of host landscapes. We generate landscapes of hosts where each host represents a discrete susceptible unit (e.g., a tree, plantation or field). Each landscape consists of 1,000 hosts which are considered to be uniformly susceptible to the disease. To explore the effects of the density and aggregation of the host landscape, we consider 20 landscapes of varying aggregation ( Fig. 1) and 18 random host landscapes of varying density (Fig. 2) . Selections of the landscapes are chosen to be representative of those used during the parameterization of the model (2) (see next section), and variations of these landscapes are also used to demonstrate contrasting results. Host landscapes of varying density are generated by altering the dimensions of the square grid in which the set of 1,000 hosts are confined. Within each grid, hosts are randomly allocated an x-and y-coordinate and hence a location in Cartesian space. The highest density considered is given by a grid area of 0.7 km 2 and the lowest by 5.8 km 2 with intermediate increments of 0.3 km 2 for the 18 density-varying host populations (Fig. 2) . Host landscapes of varying aggregation are generated by simulating a clustered spatial point pattern process (3) . The same host density, i.e., square grid size, is used for each aggregated host landscape. Centre positions for a number of clusters are randomly determined and hosts are allocated a random location within a predefined radius of a randomly chosen centre position. The level of aggregation is varied by altering the number of centre positions in each host landscape, i.e., the number of clusters, and then adjusting the radius of each cluster (i.e., the radius around the center position) to maintain a constant within-cluster density of hosts across all aggregated host landscapes. The lowest level of aggregation is given by a landscape with 1,000 cluster center positions (expectation of 1 host per cluster) with a radius of ≈23 m (approximately equivalent to a random distribution) and the highest by 50 center positions (expectation of 20 hosts per cluster) with a cluster radius of ≈103 m (Fig. 1) .
The epidemic and eradication model. The epidemic and eradication model and parameter values follow from that of Cook et al. (2) and Parnell et al. (13) where the reader is referred for further information on model derivation and parameterization.
The simulation process is performed independently on each generated host landscape and proceeds as follows: at t = 0 a single host is randomly chosen to be infected. A number of time steps are then performed in which the remaining hosts can stay susceptible, become infected, or be removed by the eradication process. This continues until all infected hosts are removed and there is no infection remaining in the host population. Each iteration, or time step Δt, represents a single day. The probability that a susceptible host, i, becomes infected in a single day is determined by its distance to all currently infected hosts, j, and declines exponentially with rate parameter, α, and Euclidean distance, d ij . We also allow for the primary infection rate, ε, which represents the density-and distance-independent infection pressure from the immigration of inoculum external to the host population. The transmission rate of infection is denoted by β. This gives the following expression
Each infected host remains infectious until it is removed by the eradication program. Hosts become symptomatic following a period of 107 days on average. This represents the number of elapsed days following infection when symptoms are known to be best visualized in the field (6) . The time to detectable symptom appearance is drawn from a Weibull distribution with mean and variance informed by data (6) and observations from the field (T. R. Gottwald, personal communication). The Weibull distribution has many advantages over the normal, for example it has greater statistical flexibility and also does not generate negative values which are not realistic when describing events occurring in time. Rounds of host removal occur in intervals of 30 days from a randomly chosen starting point (within the first 30 days of the epidemic) and involve the removal of all symptomatic hosts and all other hosts captured within a predetermined control radius. This is based on an actual plant pathogen eradication protocol in the United States (5). This mimics a situation whereby there is regular surveillance for the pathogen before and after its introduction. Due to the primary infection parameter, ε, permanent eradication will not occur in the simulation model. Therefore, we define the point of eradication of the epidemic as the first instance when no infectious hosts are in the population.
We perform 1,000 realizations of the simulation process for each host landscape and repeat this for different control radii. Multiple replicates of the simulation are computationally expensive and were achieved using parallel computing resources. The computation time is a function of the number of hosts in the landscape and there is therefore a trade-off between the number of hosts required to generate realistic results and the range of parameter sets that can be analyzed. In the current paper, we choose to focus on the effect of the spatial characteristics of the landscape and choose fixed but informed values for the epidemiological and eradication parameters (2) . We also consider variations of the epidemiological parameter values to illustrate the robustness of the main results to them. For each realization, we record the number of hosts removed by the eradication process and also the duration of the epidemic (i.e., the number of elapsed days between the initial infection and the point of eradication).
RESULTS
The results show that a clear optimum control radius can be identified for each host landscape analyzed (Fig. 3A and B) .
minimizes the number of hosts removed. We refer to this length of control radius as the optimum control radius.
We show that the optimum control radius differs depending on the level of aggregation and density of hosts in the landscape (Fig.  3A and B) . In general, the optimum control radius is larger for landscapes characterized by a high level of aggregation than in those with a low level of aggregation (Fig. 3A) . We also find that the total number of hosts removed associated with this optimum increases with the level of aggregation of the landscape (Fig. 3A) . For example, for the lowest level of aggregation considered, which is close to a random distribution of hosts, we identify an optimum control radius of approximately 175 m (Fig. 3A) . This is associated with a total host removal of approximately 400. However, for the highest level of aggregation considered the optimum radius is almost double this at approximately 300 m and is associated with a total host removal of approximately 525, which represents an ≈24% increase (Fig. 3A) . Similarly, host landscapes with increased densities also lead to an increase in the length of the optimum control radius and to an increase in the total number of hosts removed associated with this optimum (Fig. 3B) . For the lowest density host landscape considered, the optimum control radius was approximately 200 m and was associated with a total host removal of around 450 (Fig. 3B) . However, for the highest density considered the optimum radius increased to almost 600 m and was associated with a total host loss of around 875 hosts. The total duration of the epidemic, i.e., the time from initial infection until eradication is achieved, was also recorded at the end of each simulation run (Fig. 4A and B) . Although we find that increases in both the aggregation and density of a host population lead to increases in the optimum control radius length and the total number of hosts removed, we find that this is associated with a decrease in the time to eradicate the epidemic (i.e., the epidemic duration) (Fig. 4A and B) . That is, the results indicate that epidemics in landscapes with higher levels of aggregation and density are eradicated in shorter time frames but are more costly, in terms of the total number of hosts removed, than those in landscapes of lower density and less aggregation ( Fig. 4A and B) .
Alternative values of the epidemiological parameters (transmission rate, β; exponent of the dispersal kernel, α; and the rate of primary infection, ε) also led to an increase in the optimum control radius, and the total number of host removals associated with it, with increases in the level of aggregation and density of hosts in the landscape (Fig. 5) . For the same host landscapes, the transmission rate, β, exponent of the dispersal kernel, α, and rate of primary infection, ε, were altered to reduce the rate of increase of the epidemic and consequently each led to a decrease in the optimum control radius and the number of host removals (Fig. 5) . However, for high values of control radius the number of host removals was the same for all values of transmission rate, β, and dispersal kernel, α, for the same landscapes (Fig. 5) . In contrast, different values of the primary infection rate, ε, led to different numbers of host removals regardless of the control radius (Fig. 5 ). An exception to this was observed for the landscape of the highest density where very low and very high control radii led to almost all hosts being removed irrespective of the rate of primary infection (Fig. 5) . The affects of a number of further epidemiological parameter combinations were investigated but were not found to deviate from the qualitative behaviors described above (data not shown). 
DISCUSSION
Recent studies have shown that epidemiological models can be used to identify an optimum control radius for an eradication campaign; that is, an intermediate radius which minimizes the number of hosts removed (4, 13) . The central message of this paper is that this depends critically on landscape pattern (i.e., the density and configuration of susceptible hosts within a landscape). Further, we find that landscape pattern not only has a strong influence on the length of the optimum control radius but also on the total number of host removals associated with it. Thus, depending on landscape pattern, even the optimal strategy may be deemed an unfeasible and unacceptable option by policy makers. (However, although for epidemics capable of rapid spread the number of hosts removed can be high as a proportion of the hosts in the landscape, we only consider a landscape surrounding a single outbreak. The costs of eradicating this outbreak need to be put in context with the benefit of preventing spread to hosts in other areas.) Specifically, the length of the optimum control radius, and the number of host removals, increases with both aggregation and density (Fig. 3A and B) . Studies have shown that host aggregation can lead to decreased epidemic expansion due to the limitation it imposes on local spread (i.e. between-cluster spread) (1, 12) . Thus, intuition may imply that a shorter control radius be used to eradicate an epidemic in an aggregated landscape, however, we find the contrary to this (Fig. 3A) . This can be understood as follows: although the within-cluster rate of epidemic spread is high, it requires a rarer long range dispersal event for an epidemic to jump out of the cluster to the rest of the host population. That is, within-cluster spread occurs much quicker than between-cluster spread. The optimal strategy is therefore to deploy a large control radius to ensure the early removal of the cluster of hosts where infection has been found in order to minimize the probability that infection escapes out of the cluster to the rest of the host population. Thus, we find aggregated landscapes are associated with increased lengths of optimum control radii (Fig. 3A) and reduced epidemic durations (Fig. 4A ). For landscapes with higher densities of hosts we also find that the length of the optimum control radius and the number of host removals increases. Intuition would suggest that in high density populations it would be optimal to reduce the length of control radius of eradication because so many more hosts would be removed per detected individual than in a lower density population. However, we show that this not the case. The local spread of an epidemic is facilitated by increased density (due to the decreased distances between neighboring hosts) and therefore a longer control radius is required to contain local spread. This typically controls the epidemic quickly (Fig. 4B ) but results in a high number of host removals (Fig. 3B) .
Although the parameter choices in the current paper were estimated from data sets of citrus canker disease the key results from the study are robust to different epidemiological parameter values (Fig. 5) . That is, the optimum control radius and the total number of host removals associated with it, increase with the level of aggregation and with the density of the hosts in the landscape (Fig. 5) . Generally, for the same host landscapes, increases in each of the epidemiological parameters also lead to an increase in the optimum control radius and the number of removals associated with it (Fig. 5) . For values of the epidemiological parameters which lead to a very rapid increase in the epidemic the optimum radius will be less pronounced as all control radii will result in the removal of almost all hosts. Conversely, for epidemiological parameters which lead to a very slow epidemic increase very few hosts will be removed and the optimum radius will approach zero, i.e., it will only be necessary to remove symptomatic hosts in order to eradicate the epidemic. Neither of these extremes is likely to be exhibited in practice but the results shown here shed light on the spectrum of possible outcomes that are of practical relevance.
The results show that for the same host landscapes, if the control radius is long enough, different transmission rates and dispersal kernels lead to the same number of host removals (Fig.  5) . This was not the case for different rates of primary infection however (Fig. 5) . The transmission rate and dispersal kernel mainly influence local spread and this is what the control radius acts on. If the control radius oversteps a large cluster of disease it will also overstep a smaller cluster of disease. Thus, for a large enough control radius the same number of hosts are removed regardless of the extent of local spread. The rate of primary infection influences the number of local clusters of disease, not their size, and thus the same effect does not occur, i.e., for different rates of primary infection there is no control radius that leads to the same number of host removals. For this reason the number of hosts removed is particularly sensitive to the rate of primary infection. This is not surprising because even rare longdistance infection events (i.e., primary infection events) have been shown to be key drivers of epidemic dynamics due to their role in establishing new disease foci in susceptible host areas (9) (10) (11) . Thus, increases in the rate of primary infection lead to large increases in the number of hosts removed during eradication (Fig. 5) .
In this paper, we have used a simple definition of the optimum control radius, i.e., that which minimizes the mean number of hosts removed during eradication, in order to illustrate the impact of landscape pattern on an optimal eradication strategy. More complicated approaches using multiple criteria will be explored in future work (for example, by incorporating the duration of the epidemic, multiple types of host, sampling costs, and variability in the number of removals) the specific effect of which will depend on the allocation of costs between the various criterion. In the current study we choose to determine density by changing the size of the landscape area and holding the number of hosts constant. An alternative approach is to change the number of hosts and hold the size of the landscape area constant. A number of simulations were performed to test this but none were found to qualitatively change the results. Other extensions of the current work include the analysis of the model results for variations in the length of the asymptomatic period, the period between surveys, and the delay between detection and removal. The delay between detection and removal will be of particular importance. For example, in the recent citrus canker eradication program delays of up to 120 days occurred due to the logistics of moving equipment and survey crews around in addition to legal obstacles in obtaining permission to enter private properties (5,7). Although outside the scope of the current study this delay will allow for additional rounds of dispersal and infection to occur and thus increase the optimum control radius and the number of host removals associated with it.
